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I got to know Nicolas through a submission of his to an anonymous composing 
competition that I was directing in 2013. The particular strength of his music to me 
seems that he uses many of the established, as well as more recent, achievements of 
contemporary music, like metrical modulation, Klangfarben from the whole palette 
between sound and noise, involving advanced playing techniques and what has been 
called ‘instrumental music-theatre’. But he doesn’t satisfy himself with applying only 
those techniques: without shying away from motivic work, he brings them into 
new contexts, in a radically modern, comprehensively polyphonic setting, with a 
traditional sense of polyphony that is actually quite strict, with all its virtue and glory.

He told me about his fascination with French surrealism, and with Man Ray 
in particular, and how the aesthetics of that movement had laid the foundations 
of modernity: abstraction, dissolving time and space, and applying the then new 
techniques of the new mass medium, film, such as collage and simultaneity.

A century later on, it appears that not so much the specific ‘mysteries’ of one 
modernist château are worth our attention, but these traits, trademarks of modernity 
are, on their own, as is the question of how we are continuing to struggle to accept 
and integrate them into our life and culture. Moreover, it strikes me that music, the 
art-form said to lag behind the others, could advance and excel in embracing the 
mysteries of the modern. 

In this sense, it is the specific challenge of at least two pieces on this album to 
surpass their original purpose, as music accompanying film, and step forward as 
concertante versions intended to hold their own as music, pure and (sometimes) 
simple. 

EXPLORING THE MYSTERIES OF NICOLAS TZORTZIS 
by Stephan Meier 
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Although the four pieces on this recording were not intended by their composer 
to form a suite, we – Das Neue Ensemble – have often performed them in this way, 
under the title of Les Mystères, and we think the concept and the combination attractive 
enough to present them thus in this album.

I was born in Athens on 4 May 1978, the second of two children. My father was a 
ship’s engineer and my mother a housewife, so that a large part of my early childhood 
was spent at sea, travelling around the world with my family. I started playing the 
guitar at age six, and at sixteen I decided that music was what I wanted to do with my 
life, inspired by my harmony teacher at the time, Yiannis Paraskevoudakis.

I have lived in Paris since 2002. There I studied instrumental and electronic 
composition with Philippe Leroux at the Regional Conservatoire of Blanc Mesnil 
and thereafter at the University of Montreal (taking a PhD in Music Composition in 
April 2013). At the same time, I studied musical-theatre composition with Georges 
Aperghis at the Hochschule der Künste in Bern and Computer-Aided Composition 
at the University of Paris 8 under the direction of Horacio Vaggione, Anne Sedès 
and José Manuel Lopez-Lopez. In 2009–10 I attended the Cursus 1 of composition 
and computer music at IRCAM and was later selected for the Cursus 2 for 2010–12, 
where I presented Incompatible(s) V for silent piano and live electronics, premiered 
by Pavlos Antoniadis. I have taken part in master-classes with Brian Ferneyhough, 
Beat Furrer, François Paris and Karlheinz Stockhausen. In 2010, I was selected 
for the Sixth New Composers Forum of the Ensemble Aleph, which involved 
a week-long residency in the French countryside, at the Moulin d’Andé, and 
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the recording of my Amenable, a quintet for clarinet, violin, cello and piano, with or 
without percussion (2006–8).

My works have now been performed in nineteen different countries around the world, 
and have won awards and distinctions in more than thirty international competitions. 
I have also worked with a gratifying number of ensembles and major musicians. Peter 
Eötvös selected me as composer-in-residence at the Herrenhaus Edenkoben for the 
second semester of 2013; and I was resident at the Villa Ruffieux in Sierre, Switzerland, 
from February to April 2014. In 2015, I was a Fulbright visiting scholar at the Centre for 
New Music and Audio Technologies (CNMAT) in the University of California, Berkeley, 
working on a new piece for the San Francisco-based Ensemble Earplay, and had a two-
month residency at the Schloss Solitude in Stuttgart.1

I aim to write music that is characterised by energy, vivacity, musical – and visual – 
polyphony, the organic incorporation of extra-musical elements and the controlled 
presence of technology. I have been following an autonomous path for years, constantly 
experimenting, questioning mainstream ideas and practices; I like to think that I have 
avoided belonging to any particular ‘school’. I find inspiration in philosophical and 
political reading (Cornelius Castoriadis, Christine Delphy, Panagiotis Kondylis, Donald 
Rumsfeld), pop culture (television series, rock music, documentaries) and also sports 
and 1920s surrealism.

My recent works include a multimedia work for the ensemble Artéfacts 
commissioned by the Onassis Foundation, a sound-and-video installation with the 
German artist Sascha Hahn and a piano concerto for the Thessaloniki State Symphony 
Orchestra. Future projects include the premiere of my chamber concerto for violin, 
à une main, hommage à Roger Federer, by Alexandra Greffin-Klein with the French 
ensemble Court-Circuit, a new work for voice and five musicians for the ensemble 
TM+, commissioned by the French Radio, and an electronic piece for the After Cage 
festival in Spain.

The impetus behind this album came when I appeared at the 2017 Musik 21 Festival 
in Hanover. Individual works of mine had already been presented there by Das Neue 
1 More details can be found at http://nicolastzortzis.com/.
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Ensemble, which also presented one of my pieces at Donaueschingen as part of the 
Ensemble-Gesellschaft programme:2 ‘... de ce qui est en lutte’ (2015), which they subsequently 
performed in Nizhny Novgorod and Beijing. The collaboration with Das Neue Ensemble 
continued with a trilogy based on films by Man Ray, a series of pieces written to accompany 
the projection of three silent films by the surrealist photographer and film-maker,3 which 
had its premiere on 20 August 2017 in the Sprengel Museum in Hanover.

The recording in hand, which has the support of the organisation Musique Française 
d’Aujourd’hui, presents the first specifically produced recordings of my music, the works 
involved being L’étoile de mer, in its concert version; ‘... de ce qui est en lutte’, a 2015 
commission from the Akademie Schloss Solitude Stuttgart for Das Neue Ensemble; 
What the wave meant, composed in 2007 in memoriam Andrew Svoboda; and Les 
mystères du château du Dé, commissioned in 2016 by the Freundeskreis Hauskonzert 
for Das Neue Ensemble in the series Musik für heute. 

L’étoile de mer for flute/bass flute, bass clarinet, violin, cello, piano and video 
projection ad libitum (2013) 
My Man Ray Trilogy is a series of three works where the emphasis is on the various 
possible relationships between images and music and their representation in concert. 
The three short films, all of them made in the late 1920s, belong to the surrealist/Dadaist 
movement and are mostly abstract images, with no actual ‘meaning’, but show clearly 
what many artists were experimenting with in Paris at the time, since the moving image 
was relatively new and very much open to ‘investigation’. With these pieces I have tried 
to stay true to the spirit of surrealism, making it part of the music, the theatricality of 
staging and even the compositional process.

I began with L’étoile de mer, my first work with video. Unlike the other two pieces 
(Emak Bakia from 2015 and Les mystères du château du Dé, written in 2016), the film 
in this piece follows a fairly clear storyline, based on a screenplay by the poet Robert 

2 A collaboration of six major German ensembles in Germany focussing on the relationship between society and music for ensemble.
3 Ray’s films are Emak-Bakia from 1926 (the title means ‘Leave me alone’ or ‘Give peace’ in Basque), L’étoile de mer (‘The Starfish’) 
from 1928 and Les mystères du château du Dé (‘The Mysteries of the Castle of Dice’) from 1929. All three can be found on YouTube.
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Desnos, unfolding through an amalgam of abstract images with or without actors, loops 
and on-screen texts. I have tried to follow this storyline, such that the music accompanies 
and portrays the development of the ‘characters’ and the overall dramaturgy of the film. 
In a few words, the film follows (loosely) the relationship between a woman and a man, 
and the man’s obsessions (the starfish) that end up causing their separation.

 The film starts with the camera looking through a fuzzy lens, distorting everything 
and creating a very ambiguous atmosphere. To put that in musical terms, the piece begins 
around a mid-range microtonal cluster, where the instruments create a homogeneous 
entity, aiming at concealing their identity and merge into one, thus obtaining a certain 
fuzziness and uncertainty as to who is playing what. The ambiguous images are 
portrayed with trills and tremoli, so that the harmony evolves in a non-linear way, with 
the new notes appearing as part of the fuzzy activity, and not as an affirmation. The 
strings play using a metallic mute, reflecting the ‘muted’ camera that is not allowed to 
show a clear image. 

All the objects and the happenings on the film are set to music in a more or less direct 
way: a vertical sculpture becomes a bass clarinet multiphonic, images from a moving 
vehicle become an anxious mechanical texture played by the bass clarinet, the cello and 
the piano in their low registers. A sequence with a woman and a man walking in a park 
side by side becomes a dialogue between flute and clarinet, and the final sequence of the 
film, where a mirror is seen breaking, becomes a series of aggressive chords in a quasi-
unison (Ex. 1). 

Whenever a text appears on screen, the ensemble plays material based on my voice 
reading the texts in question, a hectic kind of activity spread over the range of the 
entire ensemble. Subliminally, therefore, the text is still present, even if one does not 
necessarily make the connection between the two.

Throughout the piece, emphasis is given in reaching a certain degree of ambiguity, 
mostly in timbre and harmony. The use of microtones is generalised, so that it becomes 
unclear which instrument is playing the ‘right’ notes and what these notes actually are. 
Microtones are there also to cause beats, thus creating confusion and uncertainty, an 
interaction between the instruments that surpasses the written score.
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The Ergon Ensemble, which commissioned the work, gave the premiere on  
14 May 2013, in the Dimitri Mitropoulos Hall of the Megaron in Athens. L’étoile de mer 
is dedicated to my dear friend, the composer Vassos Nicolaou, whose moral support was 
crucial during the composition of this piece.

It was during the genesis of the work – 25 days in March and April 2013 – that I 
first met Stephan Meier, the artistic director of Das Neue Ensemble, in Bayreuth, during 
the awards ceremony of the 2013 Jean Paul Competition, where I was given first prize. 
This encounter has since grown into a very fruitful collaboration and has pushed me 
constantly to look for new ways of writing and expressing myself.

          
Ex. 1
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‘... de ce qui est en lutte’ for flute/bass flute, clarinet/bass clarinet, violin, cello  
and piano (2015) 
‘...de ce qui est en lutte...’ is inspired by a passage in Heraclitus, where the philosopher 
asserts that the highest form of harmony is achieved through a combination of elements 
which are diametrically opposed to one another (‘en lutte’). The work can be seen as a 
theatrical game in which three actors take turns to portray two roles, being required 
to play one role while disregarding the other. Each role swaps between one performer 
and the other, so that it is constantly changing – in voice and body – and thus reveals 
its character independently of the performer. The third performer becomes the décor, a 
neutral presence, a ‘space’ where everything is taking place.

In musical terms, the ensemble is divided into three groups, in a traditional manner: 
the two woodwinds, the two strings and the piano. At the beginning, the strings play – as 
one – dry, aggressive chords, in a very ‘opinionated’ way. Meanwhile, the woodwinds play 
a ‘mumbling’ texture, a thick microtonal tissue with short interruptions, while singing 
into their instruments. At the same time, the piano is the décor, playing pianissimo 
harmonies, the densities and registers of which vary in the background. 

When it’s time to change roles, the piano takes up the aggressive chords of the strings, 
while they play a very slow, barely audible, harmonic glissando, their way of producing a 
neutral background. The character of the woodwinds is evolving into a more continuous 
texture of rapidly moving lines, and it’s from that point on that the strings take it up and 
develop it, in their own way. The woodwinds become the background, producing noisy 
air sounds that vary, as the players pronounce different consonants in order to produce 
various types of noise.

In this work I have applied a notion very dear to me, that of musical ‘translation’, 
rather than thinking in terms of ‘transcription’. This approach involves taking the 
essence of each musical idea and adapting it to the needs, abilities and specifics of a 
different instrument or group, not in a ‘word-for-word’ logic, but rewriting the source 
musical material/text such that ultimately there is no distinction between original and 
translation. 
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The second part of the piece, the ‘harmony’ part, comes rather unexpectedly, as 
the result of all this ‘fighting’. All the instruments now work together to form a single 
texture, but everything is done so that the tension remains ever-present, as if the ‘en 
lutte’ spirit is always within the music. High clarinet multiphonics, very close intervals 
in the high register and at an almost constant fortissimo, are there to insinuate that the 
fight of the first part can start once again at any moment.

This piece is based on what I was experiencing at the time, a deep feeling of uneasiness 
and doubt. Having just completed Emak Bakia, it was extremely hard to write another 
piece for the same instrumentation immediately after it, and one can find in the music 
all the inner struggles that were going through my mind, before the ‘harmony’ that 
coincided with the start of a new, very intense, personal relationship. 

‘...de ce qui est en lutte’ was written for Stephan Meier and Das Neue Ensemble, 
and is dedicated to them. The work was created as part of the Ensemble-Gesellschaft 
project, with a scholarship from the Stuttgart Akademie Schloss Solitude. The premiere 
was given at the ‘Sommer in Stuttgart’ Festival on 14 June 2015 by Das Neue Ensemble, 
who performed the piece again thirteen days later at the Opus 52 festival in Nizhny 
Novgorod.

What the wave meant for six musicians (2005–7) 
Written between September 2005 and August 2007, with several interruptions, this 
piece, scored for flute/alto flute/piccolo, clarinet/bass clarinet, violin, viola, cello and 
piano, is primarily a homage to the Canadian composer Andrew Svoboda, who died in 
2004, aged only 27, as the result of a brain aneurism. Andrew was a very good friend, 
who helped me enormously through my early days as a composer after we met in Paris 
in 2002; I shall always be grateful to him. The music attempts to come to terms with 
death in general and with reactions brought about by loss. When I heard the news of 
Andrew’s death, I was completely frozen, in shock, in the same way that the piece starts, 
with long, distant, fragile chords. There followed disbelief, confusion, a big question-
mark. Then came grief, reflected in the music by a substantial flute solo. Finally come 
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rage, anger at the injustice of it all; absurdity and absence. The work ends as a quintet, 
minus the flute, another way of marking the loss. 

The title of the work comes from a lyric from the song ‘Can’t Stop’, by the band Red 
Hot Chili Peppers: ‘[…] burn so bright I wonder what the wave meant’.4 It’s a song I used 
to listen to a lot in those days, and that helped me deal with the loss of this dear friend.

What the wave meant was premiered in Austria in 2007 by ensemble xx. jahrhundert 
under the direction of Peter Burwik. It has since been performed also in Italy, Switzerland, 
Germany and the USA.

Les mystères du château du Dé for five musicians, video projection ad libitum  
and a plate of cheese (2016, rev. 2019) 
Based on an analysis of the 1929 Man Ray film of the same name, this work features 
music with a concealed, not to say incoherent, relationship with the images. Written 
between July and November 2016, it is dedicated to Stephan Meier and the musicians of 
Das Neue Ensemble.

This last part of my Man Ray Trilogy marks the apogee of my focus on the logic 
of incompatibility on which I had begun to work in 2007. By ‘incompatibility’, I mean 
the simultaneous presence of unrelated and even contradictory materials, actions, spoken 
texts, electronic sounds or moving images that coexist without necessarily interacting –  
at least, not openly.

In Les mystères, I found myself again in front of what felt like a dead end, without 
any guarantee I could find a way out: I had to write another piece for the same 
instrumentation in a very short time, for the same musicians, based on another movie 
by the same film-maker. I felt I had to come up with something different, and at the 
beginning I felt unable to do so. The only way I saw out of this corner was to write the 
piece in a way that was completely unfamiliar to me. For the first time I didn’t write a 
piece in a linear way, from start to finish, but followed a completely different path which 
also called into question the links with the film – the visible links, at any rate. I worked 
more extensively with surrealist techniques from the period of the film itself, and tried 
4 Released on the album By the Way (Warner Bros.) in 2002.
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to combine musical, scenic and visual elements. The surrealist techniques I used most 
were collage, fumage (where impressions are made by the smoke of a candle or kerosene 
lamp on a piece of paper or canvas), grattage (a technique in painting in which paint, 
usually wet, is scraped off the canvas), out-of-context citations, and cut-up (a literary 
form or method in which a text is cut up at random and rearranged to create a new text), 
trying to find a musical equivalent for them.

Before I began, I analysed the film, dividing it into seventeen categories according 
to the visual content – a view from a hilltop, a particular camera angle at ground level, 
the presence or otherwise of people, a particular recurring object, a text, and so on. 
Having divided the categories, I counted how many sequences matched each category 
and I measured the duration of the longest sequence in each category. Then I reckoned 
I would write a miniature for each category, lasting the same time as that longest 
sequence. Each miniature would match the film, its music following exactly what was 
happening visually. 

To ensure some kind of development in timbre, I decided that each miniature would 
be written for a different sub-ensemble, meaning that most of the time there would 
be at least two different sound-planes. Starting from a quintet, the number of possible 
sub-ensembles, namely quartets and trios, is fifteen (five quartet-configurations, ten 
different trios). If we add the whole quintet and a quotation from Emak Bakia, on 
the basis that Man Ray repeats a short sequence from that earlier (1926) film, we get 
seventeen – and so, to my considerable surprise, the number of possible instrumental 
combinations turned out to be the same as the number of categories I identified when 
analysing the film. 

Each miniature (apart from those where all the instrumentalists played together) 
corresponded to two sub-ensembles, one large (quartet or trio) and one small (solo or 
duo). For the small groups I used a different procedure, writing different miniatures 
which lasted for the total duration of the sequences of each category in the film. The 
appearances of each miniature depended on the number of sequences in each category, 
and the succession of sequences went from shortest to longest. 
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At each reappearance, the miniature played by the larger sub-ensemble went back 
to the start and continued for longer each time, whereas the miniature for the smaller 
sub-ensemble picked up from where it had previously stopped. This procedure meant 
that the material was recognisable on each occasion, but was heard accompanied by 
different music, like an object photographed against a different background. The 
linear development of each miniature was thus cut into small bits, with some initial 
appearances lasting between two and five seconds. 

The only exception to this rule was category 15, which corresponded to the 
instrumental tutti. For each of its appearances I wrote a different miniature with new 
material each time, depending on what I thought related best to the visuals. I took 
this approach because the quintet did not allow for two independent sonic planes, 
and I did not wish to run the risk of repeating the same components too often in an 
obvious way.

The solo miniatures incorporated theatrical elements, texts, physical gestures or 
even, for the violin, singing or, for the piano, cubes of cheese which the pianist ate 
before playing (the cubes, of course, recalling the dice in the title of the film and which 
are seen in its opening and closing minutes and at a couple of points in between). For 
his solo, the flautist speaks in Arabic, translating various texts from the film which 
appear on screen but which few will understand in a concert setting. Daniel Agi, the 
flautist of Das Neue Ensemble, was born in Syria and is fluent in Arabic, and I wanted 
the solos to be directly inspired by the personalities of the players and what they, as 
people and not only as musicians, could bring to the table. The clarinettist recites 
a recipe for cheesecake in German, the cellist plays the beginning from an earlier 
piece of mine, Immune for solo cello from 2004, completely out of context, and for his 
own ‘solo’ the conductor turns to the audience and quotes the opening of the book 
Planetarische Politik nach dem Kalten Krieg (‘Planetary Politics after the Cold War’; 
1992) by the philosopher Panagiotis Kondylis, while three instrumentalists gradually 
muffle the piano. 

To assemble the piece, I decided to pick the order of miniatures at random, so as 
to dissociate the music from the visuals completely, to render the two worlds totally 
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incompatible, thus implying a supremely surrealist practice which allows chance to 
determine the macro-form of the music. So as to conceal the collage-based aspect and 
to give the impression that the music was written in a linear way, the miniatures often 
followed each other in a seamless fade, or sometimes even using short transformation 
processes which I had to compose differently each time, given that the sequence of 
miniatures wasn’t always the same and didn’t start from the same points. 

I thus started by writing all the miniatures separately, and it was only at the very end 
that I assembled them. That was quite a shock because all at once I had a twenty-minute 
piece with a strange macro-form that was quite hard to grasp, since I had spent months 
working on really small parts. 

By using surrealist techniques such as collage, chance or quotation out of context, 
the music reached the highest degree of incompatibility, with images dissociated 
from sound and sonic planes from one another, thus creating a quite unexpected 
dramaturgy – and yet the music is all based on Man Ray’s images, and in a very tight way. 
The combination of surrealist logic from the 1920s and contemporary compositional 
techniques embedding scenic actions into concert music is a way of bringing surrealism 
up to date in a sense, since a 90-year-old film seen from another angle and its images 
become yet more abstract by being accompanied by music which did not exist at the 
time. The film itself, which nowadays is part of history, becomes a hijacked object, 
something ready-made, raw material for collage. It isn’t touched, but it is put in an alien 
context, giving it a different meaning and a different context, and enabling the viewer 
from today to look at it differently.

Ex. 2 shows the ensemble divided into two parts, one trio with flute, violin and 
piano, and a duo between bass clarinet and cello. Towards the end, the cello starts fading 
in the next miniature, made mostly of noisy elements, damped sounds, key clicks.
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Ex. 2

The piece was premiered in its first version at the Sprengel Museum in Hanover, on 
20 August 2017, by Das Neue Ensemble and Stephan Meier, in a concert that featured all 
three parts of the Man Ray Trilogy. Further co-operation with Das Neue Ensemble led 
to the revised concertante version premiered in April 2019.
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Das Neue Ensemble – Daniel Agi, flute; Udo 
Grimm, clarinet; Christof Hahn, piano; Josje 
ter Haar, violin; Emily Yabe, viola; Jessica 
Kuhn, cello; Stephan Meier, conductor – was 
founded in 1993 by its members, around artistic 
director Stephan Meier. From its beginnings in 
Hanover, the Ensemble has established a place 
as an internationally successful contemporary-
music ensemble. In 2005 it was awarded the 
Inventio prize by the German Music Council 
for its innovative programme-planning: ‘Yellow 
Sounds’ was a meeting of music and fine arts in 
the Sprengel Museum in Hanover; ‘Moonlight 
Serenade’ featured outdoor performances of 
star-themed compositions; and the ‘DaDaBus’ 
travelled in search of Kurt Schwitters. The 
Ensemble’s programmes for children have won 
new listeners as well, and its Mobile Musik 
subscription series has built up a broad following 
of regulars. 

It has worked with a number of leading 
contemporary composers, among them Mark 
André, Carola Bauckholt, Sir Harrison Birtwistle, Helmut Lachenmann, Wolfgang Rihm, 
Richard Rijnvos and Johannes Schöllhorn. The soloists and conductors have included Pierre-
Laurent Aimard, Stefan Asbury, Johannes Kalitzke, Peter Rundel and Sarah Maria Sun. Das 
Neue Ensemble has appeared at NDR Hamburg, the ‘musica viva’ series of Bavarian Radio in 
Munich, the Philharmonie in Cologne and WDR there, the Goethe-Instituts in Riga, Nizhny 
Novgorod and Munich, in Amsterdam, Paris and Kraków. It took part in the World New Music 
Days, the German Pavilion cultural programme at Expo 2000, and it has made broadcasts and 
recordings for WDR, NDR, Bavarian Radio and ÖRF. 

The Ensemble’s 2015 CD for Toccata Classics, Harrison Birtwistle: Songs 1970–2006, was 
recommended by The New York Times, BBC Radio 3, The Sunday Times, Metropolitan Opera 
News and others. Latterly, the ensemble has been regularly commissioning music, most recently 

Photograph: Stefan Becker
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from Sir Harrison Birtwistle, whose Songs from the Holy Forest were premiered in the presence 
of the composer in 2017 and 2018 in the Cologne Philharmonie and on NDR Hanover.

Das Neue Ensemble is supported by its friends association, Musik für heute e.V., which has 
also rented offices and rehearsal spaces for it in the Old Gramophone Factory in the Nordstadt 
in Hanover, and uses talks and house concerts to find new audiences. The association’s honorary 
president is Helmut Lachenmann.

The individuals who have supported Musik für heute since 2005 have established a 
tradition of house concerts, benefitting from the occasion to perform pieces twice, ask for 
explanations and inspire direct exchange with the artists. From this exchange sprang the wish 
to support composers and commission works, the composers commissioned to date including 
Sir Harrison Birtwistle, Oliver Schneller and Johannes Schöllhorn. 

The passion of Daniel Agi, flute, for new music derives from his fascination with its quite 
limitless range of playing forms and aesthetics and its constantly evolving challenges. He 
is a regular guest at world-renowned music festivals, such as the Wittener Tage für Neue 
Kammermusik, the Zagreb Biennale and the Festival Acht Brücken in Cologne, often with 
the ensemble hand werk, which he founded. Daniel Agi studied with Hans-Martin Müller and 
Robert Aitken in Cologne and Freiburg and gained his master’s at the International Ensemble 
Modern Akademie. He is also active in classical repertoire as a soloist, chamber and orchestral 
musician, and has made guest appearances with the Duisburg und Düsseldorf Philharmonic 
Orchestras and the ensemble musikFabrik. He passes on his expertise in workshops at Harvard 
University, the Yong Siew Toh Conservatory of Music in Singapore and the Musikhochschule 
Dresden.

Percussionist, conductor and composer, artistic director of both the Birmingham Contemporary 
Music Group and Das Neue Ensemble, Stephan Meier studied percussion and piano in Hanover 
and The Hague and attended classes with Pierre Boulez, Mauricio Kagel and Luigi Nono as well 
as Diego Masson and Peter Eötvös (conducting) on a scholarship from the Centre Acanthes 
and the Foyle Foundation/Cath Collins, Dartington. He has appeared as a soloist and with his 
ensemble in Europe, Russia and Asia, and has led introductory and participatory events at the 
invitation of Musikfreunde Goslar, the German Music Council and the German President. He 
was founding president of Musik 21 NGNM e. V.
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Also available from Das Neue Ensemble

on Toccata Classics

tocc 0281

‘Birtwistle’s songs are […] audacious, surprising, endlessly inventive, and often gravely 
beautiful. […] all the performances burn with a sense of missionary zeal, while the recorded 
sound and documentation—especially the long Birtwistle interview—are predictably 
superb. In short, here’s an ideal introduction to a small but obviously important and deeply 
personal corner of a great composer’s output.’                           Jim Svejda, Fanfare Magazine

‘People who admire Birtwistle will want this; it offers mostly unfamiliar repertory and 
first-rate performers—not only the singers and instrumental soloists, but the Kuss Quartet 
and the superb Das Neue Ensemble, led by modern-music specialist Stefan Asbury.’ 

Jack Sullivan, American Record Guide
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Recorded on 15–17 April 2019 in the Kleiner Sendesaal of NDR, Hanover
Engineer: Michael Havenstein
Producer: Stephan Meier

A Musik für heute e.V. production, made with the kind support  
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The Cultural Office of Landeshauptstadt Hannover supports Das Neue Ensemble  
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I would like to dedicate this CD to my parents Grigoris and Matina and my sister Elpis,  
  for their confidence in me and their unconditional support.          Nicolas Tzortzis
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NICOLAS TZORTZIS Les Mystères

Daniel Agi, flute
Das Neue Ensemble
Stephan Meier, conductor

FIRST RECORDINGS

TT 67:52

1  L’étoile de mer (2013) 19:43
2  ‘... de ce qui est en lutte’ (2015) 11:00
3  What the wave meant (2007) 15:25
4  Les mystères du château du Dé (2016; rev. 2019) 21:43


